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Athena was born with a precise ethical 
and professional intent, which we define
as our core value to be represented 
and respected with all customers.

We are what we believe in.



“
We describe ourselves as a modern Law Firm 
that follows an Anglo-Saxon line. 

The institutionalization, the values, the quality 
standards that each Athena member pursues, 
guarantee to the customers a common
denominator to all the professionals and 
collaborators which they interface with.

— Stefano Faraoni
Founding partner and director Legal Department



Athena Law Firm

Athena represents, with its values, services and significant experience, 
the benchmark for international companies and customers.

Athena is an Italian partner of the international TGS network.
Partnership obtained after careful and strict selection process. 

Through this partnership we can take your business in 56 countries
around the world having the peace of mind that correspondents
on site have passed the same, severe selection process.

We are a legal boutique specializing in complex litigation and cutting-edge 
transactions. We have significant experience in legal, commercial, tax, 
labour law and auditing, from “blue-chip” companies to startups.

There is no standard approach. 
Every client is unique to us.

About TGS

Driven by an entrepreneurial spirit, our international business 
network supports client development in diverse ways. 

Each  TGS network member firm is committed to transforming 
ideas into value, promoting boldness and creativity 
and daring to be different to satisfy the best interests 
of clients and employees.

With over 3000 professional staff in 50 countries, 
multidisciplinary TGS member firms support clients 
by designing global, sustainable solutions and providing 
a one-stop-shop for business advisory, audit, tax, legal 
and accounting services. 

Our expertise fuels local and international growth, informs 
innovation and position clients on the marketplace, safeguards 
businesses against financial and organisational risks and helps 
to value and maintain assets.

Our pragmatic vision of business, experience in the field and 
feedback from members enables us to continuously improve 
our methods and solutions to suit unique client environments.



“
Why should people choose Athena? 
Because we add to our professional qualities 
something really rare: our heart. 

— Marcello Persico 
Founding partner and director Commercial and Tax Department



Athena’s Services

Athena operates in four macro specialistic areas
with numerous related services that make it 
the ideal choice for every type of operation.

It offers the highest quality, thanks to devoted
specialists, and the necessary confidentiality 
for any customer: national and international ones.



Legal

We offer assistance, in Italy and overseas, 
in the solution and prevention of problems that may arise 
in your business, in economic field, private and family. 

The Firm guarantees in-depth assistance 
in the subject-matter dealt with, through a structure 
suitable to provide every legal service.



Labour

We offer support to the companies in the relations 
with their workers, from processing payrolls to 
negotiation with trade unions representatives. 

We assist employers and workers in all levels 
of litigation, from attempts of good conciliation 
to judicial appeals. 



Companies and Audit

For experience and mental setting, all our professionals 
are tipically of corporate extraction. 

We love companies and we assist them in all the most important 
aspects of their lives: accounting, tax, corporate, business.

We carry out audits, voluntary or legal; we assume positions 
in the internal control bodies of the companies. 



Tax Assistance

We help everyone, private individuals and entreprises, 
to extricate themselves in the complex network 
of obligations required by italian law.

We provide assistance in the fiscal planning, for national 
intercompany operations and international ones.



Athena’s Services

Internationalisation

Labour Law

Trust and assignment to positions

Startup and domiciliations

Accounting obligations

Tax fulfilments

Fiscal planning

Business Counselling 

Audit Statement

Tax litigation

Defendants and suspects

Judicial & extrajudicial

AEO certification

Intellectual property

Companies based in UK and Ireland

Assistance in England and Wales

Civil Law, Criminal Law, Company Law and Trust Law



“
Athena is composed by professional 
with only one and common aim: helping people. 
We are a family. 

— Federico Ingenito
Founding partner and Chairman Athena



The company is unique
those who work there and represent it.

What each of us does is like
if everyone had done it; what each one
of us it is directly reflected on society as a whole.

Every person who works in the company is a part
of a single larger, inseparable and indivisible,
which takes the name of Athena.
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